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Girls during a walk, the 1930s
(Centre for Documentation of Deportations,  
Exile and Resettlements in Cracow)

Children playing in the Central Medicine  
and Education Centre of the Jagiellonian University  
in Witkowice, July 1933 (National Digital Archive)



Girls in traditional costume during the Feast 
of Corpus Christi in Łowicz, 15 June 1933 

(National Digital Archive)
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Schoolchildren from Istebna  
during a trip to Cracow, June 1931 
(National Digital Archive)

Blissful moments of fun  
while sledging in Zakopane, 1920–1935

(National Digital Archive)
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Belarussian children in the Second Polish Republic, 1919–1939 
(State Archive in Warsaw)

Jewish boys during a religious holiday in Cracow, May 1931
(National Digital Archive)
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Children of Jakub and Augusta Jakubowicz, Polish Armenians, 1920–1939
(Archive of Polish Armenians)
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Children with Eliasz Jakubowicz, the chairman of the Karaite Commune in Troki, 1930
(Association of Crimean Karaites in Poland)
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Ukrainian girls in traditional costume in Volhynia, 1935 
(Museum of Independence)

Children in traditional costume during the ceremony of moving the urn  
of Hetman Stefan Czarnecki in Czarnca, 16 October 1937
(National Digital Archive)

Boys during their First Communion  
in Cracow, May 1932

(National Digital Archive)
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Poleshuks  
(a grandfather and his  
grandson) making  
bast shoes, 1936
(National Library)

Romani children in the Second Polish Republic, 1919–1939
(National Digital Archive)
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Hutsul children, 1927
(National Digital Archive)

A Belarusian boy in the marketplace  
in Nieśwież (Nyasvizh), 1920–1939
(K. Krajewki’s collection)
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A meeting of two generations.  
A scout from the 71st troop talking  

to Mamert Wandalli, the 1930s
(National Digital Archive)

Children building a mound commemorating  
Marshal Józef Piłsudski in Cracow, May 1935

(National Digital Archive)
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Girls from a school military  
training group during the celebrations  

of 3 May in Warsaw, 1939
(National Digital Archive)

Schoolchildren during  
anti-gas defence group training  

in a gymnasium (junior high school)  
in Brzeziny, October 1929

(National Digital Archive)

SPARROWS OF WARSAW   (WRÓBELKI WARSZAWY)

Children, smiling sparrows of Warsaw,
you filled the city with your cheerful chirp,
with your voices, stories, songs and play,
heard from floors to basements, from streets to schools.
A poem distributed as a typescript. It was written right after the beginning of the siege of Warsaw
by a soldier serving during the September Campaign (name unknown), who was not taken captive by the Germans.
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Children digging trenches  
in Warsaw, September 1939

(Polish Photographers’ Agency Forum)

A boy, prisoner of defence war, September 1939
(National Digital Archive)

Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński 

MAZOVIA  (MAZOWSZE)

[…]

And then our country’s sky fell.
Crowds deprived of hearts and bodies,
each bite of bread tasted like fire,
and death became.

[…]

Sand, it was you they were  
  whispering to,
lying, coming back to you in narrow  
  threads of blood,
children, women, peasants, soldiers,
“Poland, say something, Poland.”

26 July 1943
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Members of voluntary work troops and students  
of the Polish Air Force School, Great Britain, 1941–1945

(Ośrodek Karta)

A member of voluntary work  
troops during a weapons training, 
North Africa, 1941–1942
(Ośrodek Karta)
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A young soldier from the 4th Infantry Division  
of the Polish People’s Army decorated by General Bolesław Kieniewicz
(Polish Army Museum in Kołobrzeg, photograph by Józef Rybicki)
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A Red Army soldier with one of the  
“sons of the regiment” from the 4th Infantry 

Division of the Polish First Army,  
Kołobrzeg, March 1945

(Polish Army Museum in Kołobrzeg,  
photograph by Józef Rybicki)

Officers from the 4th Infantry 
Division of the Polish First Army 

with a “son of the regiment”, 
Kołobrzeg Region, March 1945

(Polish Army Museum  
in Kołobrzeg, photograph  

by Józef Rybicki)
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Stanisław Brylewski “Mucha”,  
an under-age soldier  

of the 4th Battalion, 77th Infantry 
Regiment of the Home Army, 1944

(K. Krajewki’s collection)

A boy from the Zamość Region  
posing with a weapon, Poland, the 1940s

(Foundation for Polish-German Reconciliation)

Eleven-year-old  
Jerzy Widejko “Jureczek”,  

the youngest soldier  
of the Home Army  

5th Vilna Brigade, together  
with his commander  

Lieutenant Gracjan Fróg  
“Szczerbiec”, Turgiele 
 (Turgeliai), April 1944

(K. Krajewki’s collection)
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Nurse Zofia Matusewicz-Pogorzelska  
and Ryszard Mazur “Rysio”  
from the 3rd Battalion of the 77th Infantry 
Regiment of the Home Army–Striking 
Cadre Battalions, Surwiliszki (Survilishki), 
28 May 1944
(K. Krajewki’s collection)
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Scouts, members of the Zawisza group,  
in Sienkiewicza Street during  
the Warsaw Uprising, August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by:  
Marian Grabski “Wyrwa”)
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A twelve-year-old participant of the Warsaw Uprising,  
Corporal Witold Modelski “Warszawiak”, together with  
Wiesław Kalinkowski “Arab”, Śródmieście, Warsaw, 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum)

Różyczka Goździewska, an eight-year-old nurse from  
the field hospital of the Company for the Protection of the Home Army  
Warsaw Area “Koszta”, Śródmieście, Warsaw, August 1944.
(Warsaw Rising Museum)



Scouts from the underground organisation  
“Bądź Gotów” [Be ready] distributing field post  

during the Warsaw Uprising, August 1944
(Polish Press Agency)
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Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński 

THOSE THAT WILL 
NEVER RETURN… 
(KTÓRYCH NAM NIKT NIE WYNAGRODZI)

Those that will never return
and never be rewarded,
the terrible years, narrow
like the hands of death at birth.

 […]

Those that will never return
and never be rewarded,
the years, homeland of bad youth
and birth of hard old age.
We will finally hold out our hands to the God,
the hands that got burnt by the Antichrist’s wing,
and He will understand that
only the youth was pure in the peril.

24 March 1944
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Fourteen-year-old Corporal Jerzy Bartnik “Magik”  
in the ranks of Battalion “Parasol”, Warsaw, August 1944.

(Warsaw Rising Museum)
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A film photograph from the Warsaw Uprising. 
Śródmieście Północne, Warsaw.
Insurgents after conquering the Police 
Headquarters in Krakowskie Przedmieście.
Second Lieutenant Jerzy Zamecki “Wilczek” 
(wearing bright coat) from Company Janusz, 
Battalion Harnaś, 23 August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum)



Danuta Siedzikówna “Inka”  
together with her colleagues  
from the Home Army 5th Vilna Brigade,
Tuchola Forest, spring 1946
(Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)
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Danuta Siedzikówna “Inka”  
and Mieczysław Abramowicz “Miecio”  

with soldiers of the 5th Vilna Brigade  
of the Home Army (Citizen’s Home Army),  

Białystok Region, summer 1945
(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)
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Underground officer cadet school exercises, 
Poland, the 1940s
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Jan Bytnar “Rudy”, a scout,  
Home Army Second Lieutenant, 
commander of the Gray Ranks  
storm troops, Poland, before 1943
(Polish Photographers’ Agency Forum)

Lord Jesus, save us
from war, poverty and hunger,
from blood spilt by the nation,
from tears shed in madness.

 […]

Save us from evil and hatred.
May our revenge never come true.
Lord Jesus, grant us
the power of pure forgiveness.

Jan Romocki “Bonawentura”

PRAYER OF THE GRAY RANKS 
(MODLITWA SZARYCH SZEREGÓW)



An American soldier with the son of one of the soldiers  
from the Świętokrzyska Brigade of the National Armed Forces, 
Holiszów (Holýšov), 5 May 1945
(L. Żebrowski’s collection)
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Tomasz Byszko  
and his older brother Stanisław 
serving in the Home Army  
30th Polesia Infantry  
Division, spring 1944
(Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)
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Sixteen-year-old Jarosław Karankiewicz “Jarek”,  
Zosia Ławrientiej “Zoja” and Ryszard Sipowicz “Bunkier”, 
soldiers of the 2nd Battalion of the Home Army  
77th Infantry Regiment, Lida, May 1944
(K. Krajewki’s collection)
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Jarosław Karankiewicz “Jarek” 
(kneeling), a soldier  
of the 2nd Battalion of the Home Army 
77th Infantry Regiment, Lida, 1944
(K. Krajewki’s collection)
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Children of Volksdeutsche cheer  
Wilhelm Frick, Reich Minister of Interior, 

during his visit to Poznań,  
November 1939
(Ośrodek Karta)
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Young Ukrainians greet Hans Frank  
during his tour around the General 
Government, 1941–1944
(National Digital Archive)
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Ukrainian children greet Wehrmacht soldiers, 1941
(AKG Images)

A young member of a communist  
hit squad in Białystok occupied by the Soviets, 
September–October, 1939
(Municipal Archive in Dzerzhinsk)

Friedrich Katzmann visting  
the Hitler Youth camp in Radom, 1940–1944
(National Digital Archive)
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Poles in exile  
together with local people  

in front of a yurt, 
Kazakhstan, USSR,  

the 1940s
(Underground  
Poland Studio)

Graves of Anna and Daniel Hosowski.  
Right to left: Zofia Hosowska, Jerzy Fedak,  
Julia Fedak, Januszewka,  
Kazakhstan, USSR, 1942
(Ośrodek Karta)

Elwira Adamczewska  
with her mother and father in the kolkhoz  
“Żyzn’ i Trud”, Kiemierowska oblast, USSR, 1944
(Ośrodek Karta)
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One of the children  
rescued from the “inhumane land”,  

USSR, the 1940s
(Underground Poland Studio)

Children in a Polish Army civilian camp  
in the East, Wrewskoje, Uzbekistan, USSR, 1942

(Ośrodek Karta)
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Children among civilians deported from the Zamość Region  
as part of the General Plan for the East (Generalplan Ost), 1942–1943

(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)

One of the youngest victims  
of the exiles from the Zamość Region, 1943
(private collection)
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The first contact with a total war. Nine-year-old Ryszar Pajewski  
sitting on the ruins of destroyed Warsaw, September 1939
(United States Holocaust Memorial Museum / Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance, Julien Bryan’s collection in Warsaw)
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Twelve-year-old Kazimiera Mika (née Kostewicz) 
over the body of her murdered sister Anna, 
Warsaw, 9 September 1939
(United States Holocaust Memorial Museum / 
Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance, 
Julien Bryan’s collection in Warsaw)
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Juvenile prisoners  
of the Nazi German camp  
for children in Łódź on Przemysłowa 
Street, Łódź, 1942–1944
(Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)
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Juvenile prisoners of the camp for children  
in Łódź on Przemysłowa Street, Łodź, 1942–1944
(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)



One of the unknown Polish victims  
of the German repression holding  
a sign saying “I’ve stolen these shoes from 
Wehrmacht soldiers”, 1939–1944, Szamotuły
(Museum of the Castle  
of Górka Family in Szamotuły)

Boys during a mandatory examination 
before being sent to forced labour  

in the Third Reich, Poland, 1939–1944
(Archive of the Institute of National 

Remembrance)
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Seven-year-old Jan Farion  
sent with his parents to forced 
labour in the Third Reich, 1943
(Foundation for Polish-German 
Reconciliation)
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Burnt bodies of slave labourers, 
including children, 1944–1945

(Getty Images)
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Romani children  
in the extermination camp  

in Bełżec, 1942–1943
(Archive of the Institute  

of National Remembrance)

Jewish children locked up in a ghetto, 1940–1942
(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)

Jewish children being transported  
from the ghetto in Łódź to the extermination  
camp in Chełmno, September 1942
(United States Holocaust Memorial Museum,  
Jacob Igra’s collection)
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Jewish children in the Łódź ghetto,  
Łodź, 1941–1944 (Getty Images)

Starving Jewish children  
in the streets of the Warsaw ghetto, 1941

(Archive of the Institute of National 
Remembrance)
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Tadeusz Różewicz

PIGTAIL (WARKOCZYK)

When all the women in the transport
had their heads shaved
four workers with brooms
made of lime swept up
and gathered their hair

[…]

In huge chests
clouds of dry hair
of the suffocated
and a grey plait
a pigtail with a ribbon
pulled at school
by naughty boys.

Children liberated  
from the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp,  
Auschwitz, February–March 1945
(Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum)

Children, prisoners of the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp,  
showing their camp numbers, Auschwitz, February–March 1945
(Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum)

Liberated prisoners of the Auschwitz-Birkenau  
camp, Auschwitz, February–March 1945

(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)
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The funeral of the Jaremowicz family 
murdered on 11 November 1944 by 
nationalists from the Ukrainian Insurgent 
Army, Żeżawa, Zaleszczyki District,  
Tarnopol Province, Ukraine, 1944  
(Ośrodek Karta)

Bodies of victims (including children) of the attack  
of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army on 26 March 1943, Lipniki,  
Bereźne Commune, Kostopol District, Volhynia Province, 1943
(E. Siemaszko’s collection)
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One of the youngest victims  
of forced deportations, Poland, 
September 1939
(Bundesarchiv)

Children among hundreds of civilians deported  
from Wielkopolska by the Germans, Jarocin, 9 December 1939
(Regional Museum in Jarocin)
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Mieczysław Mirecki “Błyskawica” carries a young insurgent, 
Wojciech Zalewski “Orzeł Biały”, Warsaw, August 1944

(Warsaw Rising Museum; Uprising Film Chronicle,  
Office for Information and Propaganda  

of the Home Army High Command)
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Zbigniew Herbert

OUR FEAR   (NASZ STRACH)

Our fear
does not wear a nightdress
does not have the eyes of an owl
does not open the lid
does not blow out the candle

does not have the face of a dead man either

our fear
is a sheet of paper
found in the pocket
“warn Wójcik,
the place on Długa Street is hot”

[…]

Members of the Zawisza group  
from the Scout Field Post by the grave  
of Zbigniew Banaś “Banan”,  
a Warsaw insurgent fallen  
on 17 August 1944, Warsaw, 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum)
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Władysława Darmosz “Dziunia”  
with her mother Wiktoria “Adusia” in a POW camp  
for Warsaw Uprising soldiers in Fallingbostel,  
10 October 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum)

Władysława Darmosz “Dziunia”,  
one of the youngest Fallingbostel POW camp 
prisoners together with her mother, 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum)
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Polish children from a Nazi German  
camp for children in Łódź on Przemysłowa 

Street, Łodź, 14 September 1943
(Archive of the Institute of National 

Remembrance)

Polish children taking part  
in an anthropological study organized 
by the Germans as part of the process 
of Germanization, Poland 1942
(BEW Photo)
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Children and their carers  
during the siege of Warsaw, 15 September 1939
(United States Holocaust Memorial Museum / Archive 
of the Institute of National Remembrance,  
Julien Bryan’s collection in Warsaw)

Children with Red Army soldiers  
after the Soviet invasion of Poland,  
September–November 1939
(Ośrodek Karta)
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Girls over the tomb of a soldier  
on the corner of Konopacka and 11 listopada 
streets, Warsaw, September 1939
(Polish Press Agency)

Children among German soldiers  
in Sandomierz, September–November 1939
(Polish Photographers’ Agency Forum)
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A boy in a Polish military hat  
cleaning Wehrmacht soldiers’ shoes  

in Lublin, September–November 1939
(Polish Photographers’ Agency Forum)

Children looking at a German soldier,  
Warsaw 1939–1944
(State Archive in Warsaw)
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Children, witnesses to German  
executions in Bydgoszcz, September 1939
(Museum of the Second World War)

Children, witnesses to a German murder  
in Tomaszów Mazowiecki, 25 November 1943
(Institute of National Remembrance)
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A child looking  
at a German photographer  

taking a propaganda photograph, 
Poland, 4 October 1939

(Polish Photographers’  
Agency Forum)



Children looking at a collection  
of military badges and decorations during  

the Warsaw Uprising, August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by:  

Eugeniusz Lokajski “Brok”)

Children with a German signpost to Ejszyszki (Eišiškės);  
behind stands Second Lieutenant Romuald Rajs “Bury”, 1944
(Janusz Bogdanowicz’s collection)
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A moment of oblivion. Children  
watching a puppet theatre performance  
entitled “Puppets by the barricades” during  
the Warsaw Uprising, 19 August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by:  
Joachim Joachimczyk “Joachim”)

A moment of relaxation.  
Uprising messengers playing draughts  

in the backyard of a tenement house  
at Kredytowa Street 3, Warsaw, 13 August 1944

(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by:  
Joachim Joachimczyk “Joachim”)

Hania Stęczniewska by the bed of wounded Officer  
Cadet Edmund Michniewski “Miś”. Hospital of Company “Koszta”  
at Marszałkowska Street 124/128, August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by Eugeniusz Lokajski “Brok”)
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War play by a German  
howitzer, Warsaw, 1945

(Polish Press Agency)

Warsaw street children, 1945–1946 
(Polish Press Agency)
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Children playing the Warsaw Uprising  
on the ruins of the burnt city, 1945
(Polish Press Agency)

Another war play:  
a boy with a rifle  

against the background  
of a burnt house,  

Warsaw, 1945
(Polish Press Agency)

Czesław Miłosz

BALLAD   (BALLADA)

[…]

“They have forgotten you, son.
Your friends don’t remember you  
    any more.
Your fiancée is a mother now
and won’t think about you late at night.
They have built monuments in Warsaw,
but none of them bears your name.
Only mother, while still here,  
    remembers
how funny and childish you used to be.”

And there lies Gajcy covered with earth.
Forever in his twenties now.
With neither eyes nor hands nor heart
nor knowledge of winter or spring.

WOUNDED nnn
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War orphans on the ruins of Warsaw, 1945
(Polish Press Agency)

War orphans  
on the debris of Warsaw, 1945

(Polish Press Agency)
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Podpis do zdjęcia podpis 
do zdjęcia podpis do zdjęcia 
podpis do zdjęcia podpis

Armed boys, a backyard  
in the Warsaw district of Praga,  

September 1944
(Documentary and Feature  

Film Studios)
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Zbigniew Herbert

REPORT FROM THE CITY UNDER SIEGE 
(RAPORT Z OBLĘŻONEGO MIASTA)

[...] I avoid comments suppress my emotions and write about facts
they are said to be the only ones appreciated on foreign markets
but I am somewhat proud to inform the world
that thanks to the war we have bred a new type of children
our children don’t like stories they play at killing

they keep dreaming about soup bread and bones
just like cats and dogs

One of the hundreds of thousands of children  
wounded physically and mentally by the war, Warsaw, 1945
(Getty Images)
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A group of Jewish children hiding in a Polish monastery.  
They were saved from the Warsaw ghetto by Irena Sendlerowa, 1943  

(AKG IMAGES)

Street children, Warsaw 1945–1946
(Polish Press Agency)

WOUNDED nnn
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Wacław Borkowski “Płomień” with a kid, Białystok Region,  
the 1940s. “Płomień” was murdered by the Security Office  
(Służba Bezpieczeństwa) in 1947
(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)
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Children in front of a makeshift dugout,  
Poland, Radzymin area, 1946

(Polish Press Agency)

Basia Szendzielarz  
during one of the short meetings with her 
father, Major Zygmunt Szendzielarz “Łupaszka”, 
the commander of the Home Army 5th Vilna 
Brigade, Punżanki, Vilna Province, May 1944
(Ośrodek Karta)
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Stanisław Rymaszewski (first from the left,  
son of a colonel murdered in Katyń), soldier of the AK unit  
led by Lieutenant “Lawa”, Chojnice area, 19 August 1944
(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)

Alina Głowacka on a walk  
with her parents, Stanisława and Stanisław 
Głowacki, Przemyśl, 1938. Her father  
was murdered by NKVD in Kharkiv in 1940
(A. Głowacka-Szłapowa’s collection)

WOUNDED nnn
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A girl from a school in a camp  
for refugees from the USSR,  
Santa Rosa, Mexico, 1944
(Ośrodek Karta)
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General Władysław Anders visiting Polish schools  
in Jerusalem, Palestine, 1943 

(Centre for Documentation of Deportations,  
Exile and Resettlements in Cracow)
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Evacuation of voluntary work troops members  
from the region by the Caspian Sea, Pahlavi, Iran, March 1942

(Ośrodek Karta)
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Boys in a Polish settlement  
in Tengeru, Tanganyika, 1942–1943

(Ośrodek Karta)
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Children from a Polish orphanage  
in Tengeru, Tanganyika, 11 November 1944
(Ośrodek Karta)

Jewish girls from a displaced 
persons camp in Föhrenwald, 

Bavaria, Germany, 1946–1948
(United States Holocaust Memorial 

Museum, Lily Winiger-Bink’s 
collection)
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The youngest scout and participant 
in a scout rally, Manzar je-Shemran, 
 Iran, 7 May 1943
(Ośrodek Karta)
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Kindergarten pupils in a Polish settlement for orphans 
evacuated from the USSR, Jamnagar, India, 1942–1946
(Ośrodek Karta)



Young people started joining Polish pro-independence 

underground organisations based on voluntary enlistment 

already in 1939.

They also created their own organisations, such as Polska Ludowa 

Akcja Niepodległościowa [Polish People’s Independence Action, 

Orlęta [Eaglets], Szare Szeregi [Grey Ranks], Związek Koniczyn 

[Clovers’ Association] (starting from 1943), Bądź Gotów [Be 

prepared], Hufce Polskie [Polish troops], Organizacja Małego 

Sabotażu “Wawer” [“Wawer” Small Sabotage Organisation], 

Organizacja Małego Sabotażu “Palmiry” [“Palmiry” Small Sabotage 

Organisation], Teren Młodzieży [Youth Area], Unia Młodzieży [Youth 

Union], Grupa Młodzieży “Płomienie” [“Płomienie” Youth Group], 

Młodzież Wielkiej Polski [Great Poland Youth] (later turned into 

Młodzież Wszechpolska [All-Polish Youth]), Związek Młodzieży 

Socjalistycznej [Association of Socialist Youth] and Porozumienie 

Organizacji Młodzieżowych [Youth Organisations’ Agreement]. They 

published their own underground press: Źródło, Dęby, Drogowskaz, 

Pismo Młodych, Brzask, Krąg, Młodzi Idą, Harcerz, Młodzież 

imperium, Młodzież Rzeczpospolitej, Młodzież Socjalistyczna, 

Wszechpolak, Biuletyn Polski, Biuletyn POM, Brzask – organ 

Młodzieży Obozu Narodowego, Patrol, Młody Nurt, Kolumna, Praca i 

walka and Orlęta. Moreover, despite the intentional age restrictions, 

they joined military organisations formed by adults and served as 

messengers and distributors there. Towards the end of the war, in 

extreme situations, they also engaged in combat (for instance in the 

“Burza” [Tempest] Operation or in the Warsaw Uprising).

In November 1942, the underground boy scouting 

movement divided into three age groups.

The youngest one was called the Zawisza group and consisted 

of children aged 12–15. They underwent regular scouting 

formation, which included preparations for auxiliary military 

service as messengers and spotters and in field post. The 

middle age group comprised the so-called Battle Schools, 

joined by scouts in the 16 to 18 age bracket. Its members 

also underwent formation but were additionally used for small 

sabotage and during Operation “N”. When the uprising began, 

they were involved in signal service and reconnaissance. The 

last age group of the underground scouting movement, Storm 

Troops, consisted of young people over 18. They underwent 

a military training and supported the Home Army. When Kedyw, 

the Directorate of Subversion of the Main Command of the Home 

Army, was created in November 1942, members of the Storm 

Troops joined the new organisation and formed two units assigned 

to operations against the occupier’s secret service functionaries 

and to sabotage operations. The first one was “Agat” (anti-

Gestapo), “Pegaz” (counter-gestapo), later transformed into the 

Scout Battalion “Parasol”. The second one, Special Unit “Jerzy”, 

was meant for large sabotage operations and towards the end 

of August 1943 was transformed into the Home Army Battalion 

“Zośka”. Both battalions fought in the Warsaw Uprising as part of 

Group “Radosław”. They lost around 80% of their members during 

combat in the districts of Wola, Stare Miasto, Czerniaków, Powiśle 

and Mokotów.

The Polish Scouting and Guiding Association (Związek 

Harcerstwa Polskiego, ZHP) operating from 27 September 

1939 in the underground (as Grey Ranks [Szare Szeregi]) 

was the strongest organisation for children and young people.

It consisted of almost 10,000 members, including above 4,000 in 

the oldest age group (above 18). The female part of the scouting 

movement operated in a separate structure, the so-called Girl 

Scout Organisation (“Związek Koniczyn”, renamed “Bądź Gotów” 

in 1943). The first rule of the organisation’s programme was 

education through combat. It was defined in the concept “Today, 

tomorrow, the day after tomorrow” (Today: underground activity 

and preparations for the uprising; tomorrow: open combat; the day 

after tomorrow: work in free Poland).
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nnn DEFENDERS

SOURCE TEXTS

It is worth mentioning some of the young Home Army members  

who also took part in the Warsaw Uprising:

Corporal Witold Modelski “Warszawiak” (born 5 June 1932, died 20 September 1944)  

was a messenger in Battalion “Parasol” during the Uprising. He was rewarded  

with the Cross of Valour.

Corporal Jerzy Bartnik “Magik” (born 25 January 1930, died 13 December 2011)  

was a soldier in a group led by Major Jan Piwnik “Ponury” in the Świętokrzyskie  

Mountains and then a participant in the Warsaw Uprising in Battalion “Parasol”.  

Bartnik was a Knight of the Order of Virtuti Militari (V Class).

Różyczka Godziszewska: an eight-year-old nurse.

Wojciech Zaleski “Orzeł Biały”: an eleven-year-old scout.

The history of the Home Army includes also the stories of young heroes and partisans:

Danuta Siedzikówna “Inka”, Mieczysław Abramowicz “Miecio”, Jerzy Widejko “Jureczek” 

or Rajmund Drozd “Mikrus”.

I was standing as stiff as a poker with my two fingers placed on the 

cross, taking the oath. I adopted the pseudonym “Dzidek”. I was 

only ten. Such a kid could be accepted to the Home Army on specific terms, 

including especially patriotic background and scout education.

R. Ogrodzki, “Ja też byłem partyzantem” [I was a partisan too] in J. Wa-

glewski, Pamiętniki znalezione w Skalbmierzu [Diaries found in Skalb-

mierz] (Warsaw, 2011), p. 81.

We had to move carefully and jump. One of the messengers, 

“Myszołów”, was the first to jump. Then there was “Banan”, who 

jumped, bent double and rolled down the slope. He stopped in the middle, 

catching hold of some bushes. Nobody heard the Nazi shoot. [...] This is how 

the first scout from the “Powiśle” post office, messenger Zbigniew Banaś, died.

Mieczysław Jakubik (Szach), “Relacja” [Account] (fragment) Gra ulicz-

na. Poczty powstańczej Warszawy [Street game. Post offices in War-

saw during the uprising] (Warsaw, 2014), p. 79. Source: Z. Głuszek, “Hej, 

chłopcy…”. Harcerze Szarych Szeregów w powstaniu warszawskim [“Hey, 

boys...” Gray Ranks Scouts in the Warsaw Uprising], part 2: Powstanie 

[Uprising] (Warsaw, 2001), pp. 149–150.

During the first several weeks, 

I learnt how to assemble 

and disassemble various types of 

weapon, including automatics and 

machine guns, carefully repaired by 

“my” gunsmith. […] I took part in all 

campaigns led by the whole Brigade: 

in conquering the city of Nowe Troki, 

setting up ambushes for German 

transportation columns in the streets, 

defeating the Lithuanian garrison led 

by General Plechavičius in Murowana 

Oszmianka and in fights for the 

liberation of Vilna.

J. Widejko, „Jureczek”, Najmłodszy 

partyzant Wileńskiej AK [“Jureczek”, 

the youngest partisan of the Vilna 

Home Army] (Cracow, 2003), pp. 61 

and 68.

Karol Lewandowski “Karolek”  
in front of a house at Mickiewicza  
Street 34. Warsaw, August 1944.
(Warsaw Rising Museum,  
photograph by: Stefan Lewandowski)

Danuta Siedzikówna “Inka”,  
the 1940s (Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)

Young Home Army soldiers from Battalion 
“Parasol”. Maria Stypułkowska-Chojecka 

“Kama” in the centre, Warsaw, 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by: 

Joachim Joachimczyk “Joachim”)

An under-age Warsaw  
insurgent, Warsaw,  

August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum,  

photograph by:  
Stefan Rassalski “Ster”)

Jerzy Widejko “Jureczek”, 
Turgiele (Turgeliai)  
in Oszmiana County, April 1944
(K. Krajewki’s collection)

Children by the gate of a building  
at Kredytowa Street 3 during the Warsaw 

Uprising, Warsaw, August 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum, photograph by:  

Joachim Joachimczyk “Joachim”)

A boy dressed as an insurgent,  
August–September 1944
(Warsaw Rising Museum,  
photograph by: Marian Grabski “Wyrwa”)
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nnn VICTIMS

n   Around 2,000,000 Polish children (including 600,000 children 

of Jewish descent) died during the Second World War as a result of 

military operations and planned extermination. 1,800,000 of them 

were less than 15 years old.

n   More than 200,000 children were deported to Germany for 

Germanization purposes. Only 30,000 of them returned.

n   More than 30,000 children were deported from the Zamość Region 

as part of the deportation campaign.

n   Around 150,000 children were transported to the East during four 

mass deportations organised by the USSR. Almost 18,000 of them 

were evacuated together with the Polish Army in the East to Iran.

n  700,000 children were forced to work physically.

n   1,500,000 Polish children were left orphans, half-orphans or 

abandoned after the war (which translated into 22% of the whole 

population).

n   50,000 former juvenile prisoners from camps and jails survived 

the war.

n   “Every six child in the cradle, every fourth pre-school child and 

every third school-age child was left without a mother or father, or 

even without both.” (Edward Rosset, Demografia Polski: reprodukcja 

ludności [The demographics of Poland. Population], 1975)

SOURCE TEXTS

They gave us half an hour to pack our stuff. [...] They put us in dark freight wagons and deported deep into Russia. 

We didn’t receive any food or water on the way for several days. They unloaded us in the station in Achinsk. From 

there we walked 60 kilometres to a kolhoz where they assigned us. [...] Every day I went to the forest to chop wood. 

I worked knee-deep in manure. I received 300 grams of bread per day and had to live on that. There were days that I didn’t 

receive anything. Neither my mother nor brother. And then we fainted from hunger.

„W czterdziestym nas matko na Sybir zesłali…” Polska a Rosja 1939–1942 [“In 1940 they sent us to Siberia, Mum...” 

Poland and Russia 1939–1942] ed. I. Grudzińska-Gross, J.T. Gross (London, 1983).

Hunger was the greatest danger in this inhumane land. All of us looked like skeletons covered with yellowed 

skin. I happened to look at a chip of mirror once and joyfully shouted, “Mum, I used to be so skinny, but my face 

looks much better now!” Tears brimmed in mum’s eyes. She didn’t say anything. All of us “put on weight” a bit, but it 

was just hunger oedema.

O. Skalski, Zwierzenia młodego zesłańca [The confession of a young exile] (Warsaw, 2012), p. 58.

When we arrived at Stuttgart, they organised a peculiar slave market and felt and patted us and looked us in the 

mouth. Such examination was performed by company directors accompanied by the Gestapo. It all took place 

in lashing rain, on a railway ramp. In Stuttgart, I – as a twelve-year-old child – worked in the local armaments factory 

(Kugellagerfabrik).

Halina Lewicka Paszkowska, aged 12

Exhibition catalogue: Wypędzeni z Warszawy 1944 losy dzieci [Exiled from Warsaw 1944. Children] (Warsaw, 2007), 

p. 127.

The noose round my neck is gradually tightening. I’ve given up all my hope. If there was God, he wouldn’t let 

people be thrown into the fire alive, he wouldn’t let small children be trampled to death or crushed with rifle butts. 

Or people deprived of everything be gassed to death. That sounds like a story. Those that haven’t seen this will never 

believe it. It’s not a myth. It’s the truth.

Rutka Laskier’s diary, 2006; Ukryty pamiętnik Holokaustu [A hidden Holocaust diary], a film directed by Alexander 

Marengo

I saw [...] three lorries approach holes in the ground. They were dumpers packed with living children. They backed 

towards the edges of the holes and, tilting their beds, dumped the children straight into the fire. There was 

something so inhumanely terrifying in it that I felt a terrible mental shock. I can experience its effects to this day. Some of 

the older children jumped out of the cars and started running away blindly. Poor kids, they did not know there was no hope 

for them. The SS-men could easily catch them or shoot them dead. And then they threw them alive or dead into the holes. 

This is when I started to believe there could be hell on earth.

Source: APMAB. Zespół Oświadczenia [Statement Fonds], vol. 94, pp. 244–252. Relacja Jana Szpalerskiego nr 1194 

68 [Testimony of Jan Szpalerski No. 1194 68] in H. Kubica, Nie można o nich zapomnieć. Najmłodsze ofiary Auschwitz 

[They cannot be forgotten. The youngest victims of Auschwitz] (Auschwitz, 2002), p. 78.

Two groups of boys were brought to Auschwitz in the first days of March 1943: the first consisted of 40 children 

and the second one of 81. They were of Polish and Jewish nationality, aged from 8 to 14 and came from 

families deported from the Zamość Region and those murdered in Brzezinki. All of the boys were murdered by injection. 

The injections were administered by Schorpe [Scherpe]. I remember it was 3 March, and it was at the same time an 

extraordinary day for us because some of us heard the murdered children shout, Mum! Mum!

Source: APMAB. Zespół Proces Hossa [The trial of Hoss Fonds], vol. 7a, p. 155. Fragment zeznania Kazimierza Frączka 

[Excerpt from the testimony of Kazimierz Frączek] in H. Kubica, Nie można o nich zapomnieć. Najmłodsze ofiary 

Auschwitz (Auschwitz, 2002), p. 201.

Mum started begging them not to murder us. I wanted to take her hand, but he pushed me with a butt. I was the 

first to lie down, and my mum kept begging. Then one of the three men hit my mum in the heart with a bayonet, 

and I heard four rifle shots. [...] When the Ukrainians left the house, I stood up and took my mum by the head. I saw lots of 

blood and a hole the size of a fist. Her body was still in convulsions.

Stanisław Kazimierow, Kłodno, Kremenets County, Volhynia Province

Source: Barbara Odnous, “Lato 1943” [Summer 1943], Karta 46 (2005), p. 114.

Tadeusz Cichocki,  
a victim of Lebensborn, 
1940–1943
(Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)

A group of Polish children in one of the Polish Army camps  
in the East, USSR, 1941–1942 (Ośrodek Karta)

Jan Bartosik, a victim of Lebensborn, 1940–1943
(Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance)

A Jewish child from the Warsaw Ghetto,  
Warsaw, 1940–1943 (Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)

A ravenous Polish child  
in the hospital in Wrewskoje, 

Uzbekistan, USSR, 1942
(Ośrodek Karta)

Children in a Polish camp for self-defence against UPA, 
Przebraże, Volhynia Province, summer 1943.

(E. Siemaszko’s collection)
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nnn WOUNDED

When the war ended, there were still Polish children living 

in many different places in the world.

Some of them stayed in Western Europe: in Great Britain (children of 

Polish soldiers) and Germany (children forcibly deported from Poland 

in 1939–1945). According to the information of the Polish government 

in exile, there were around 45,000 children under 7 and 38,000 under 

14 staying in the American and British occupation zone. Another large 

group consisted of refugees from the USSR who started leaving the Union 

together with Anders’ army in 1942 (15,000 people, i.e. 36 per cent of all 

of those evacuated). They were children of Polish soldiers sent to prisons 

and forced-labour camps, many of whom had been left orphans even 

before leaving to the USSR. The majority of the children were evacuated to 

Iran (13,000) and from there to other countries in the following months. 

Polish children (in total around 5,000 people) reached British colonies in 

South and East Africa (e.g. in Kenya, Tanganyika, Southern and Northern 

Rhodesia or the Union of South Africa). Others found shelter in India 

(almost 700 people), Syria and Palestine. The youngest victims reached 

even such distant countries as Mexico (around 800 children) and New 

Zealand, whose government accepted 700 kids. The majority of the 

children staying in Iran were moved to Lebanon in 1945. The end of the war 

brought a campaign aimed at transporting the children of Polish soldiers 

evacuated from the USSR and connecting them with their families. This 

way, most of the children found themselves in Great Britain with their 

families. Some of the orphans stayed in their new homes, for example in 

New Zealand or the Union of South Africa (today South Africa), others were 

taken into care in the United States or Canada.

War and occupation experiences and the times of childhood in 

captivity left their indelible mark on the young Poles. 320,000 of 

them required immediate medical, including psychological, care. 

War orphanhood was a widespread phenomenon, caused by not 

only military activities and repressive measures deliberately taken 

by the German or Soviet occupier but also terrible living conditions 

posing a constant threat to life.

The whole generation was affected by a traumatic stress resulting 

in a feeling of loneliness, lack of support from the family and 

closest environment, personality changes (a sense of guilt about 

those who had died, weepiness, extreme sensitivity, anxiety states, 

emotional stupor, shyness and lack of trust for strangers), physical 

growth disorders, diseases, physical disability, social demoralization 

(alcoholism), aggression and even cruelty.

Camp experiences led to even more serious consequences defined 

as the concentration camp syndrome (KZ syndrome). They 

included intellectual retardation, mental conditions (depression), 

inability to express feelings, difficulties with starting a family and 

bringing up children, low education level and high mortality.

Several thousand children evacuated from Soviet Russia and 

scattered around the globe had to cope with the syndrome of 

an exile child resulting in early maturity, oversensitivity, lack of 

emotional stability, a feeling of being lost, shyness, loneliness and 

strong nostalgia often leading to mental disorders.

All of the above-mentioned syndromes were unfortunately very long-

lasting. The generation of Polish children enslaved by the war passed 

it on to their successors, creating a transgenerational post-war 

trauma that many of us unconsciously live with to this day.

SOURCE TEXTS
There was freedom to come, there was hope for survival, the hope for a better future, the hope 

that perhaps it was already the beginning of our way back home to Poland... We could not dream 

about anything else then. And we moved on: through Pahlavi, Tehran, through Habbaniyah and khamsin, 

through Syria, Black Desert and Transjordan. From the “inhumane land” to the “promised land”.

The youngest Anders’ soldier, http://wiadomosci.onet.pl/kiosk/najmlodszy-zolnierz-andersa/thjby

Will the wishes that we already heard for the fourth time during Easter will come true before the 

next Holy Week? The wishes of “the next Easter in your home, in your land, among your family”, 

wishes full of longing and yearning. How far away Poland is today! But we do not lose hope that we will 

come back one day, perhaps quite soon, and that we will see our friends and family and that this year’s 

wished will actually come true before the next holiday. We have some strength that makes us cling to our 

hope and believe it will become true.

Krystyna Chyży-Ostrowska, Widziałam i pisałam. Pamiętnik niesłyszącej sybiraczki [I saw and wrote. The 

diary of a deaf Siberian deportee], Centrum Dokumentacji Zsyłek Wypędzeń i Przesiedleń UP [Centre for 

Documentation of Deportations, Exile and Resettlements] (Cracow, 2016), pp. 236–237.

The midwife said that she miraculously snatched me from the jaws of death. If it had not been 

for my mum’s bravery, we would have died together; she was so exhausted after the questioning. 

She started feeling labour pains, so they could save me. Mrs Tracz said that mum’s death occurred  

10–15 minutes after birth. There was no doctor around to resuscitate her. [...] They refrained from telling 

my father about her death and my birth for a long time. [...] It was only in September that he learnt about 

it from a prison governor who summoned him so that he would renounce the newborn child.

Magdalena Zarzycka-Redwan, “Urodziłam się na Zamku” [I was born in the Castle] in Kajetan Rajski, 

Wilczęta 2. Rozmowy z dziećmi żołnierzy wyklętych [Young wolves 2. Interviews with the children of the 

cursed soldiers], pp. 48, 50

My mum was tortured and forced to sign a statement agreeing to send her children to an 

orphanage. [...] When they came to take us, my grandparents hid us. I hid in a kennel.

Bożena Przybyłowska, “Ojciec widział, jak torturują mamę” [My father saw them torture mum] in Kajetan 

Rajski, Wilczęta 2. Rozmowy z dziećmi żołnierzy wyklętych, pp. 194–195.

The cows there are grazed on the meadows on peat bog [near Radziłów]. And grazing the cows, 

the children saw some freshly-moved grass, so they started digging and found a body. They 

seated the guy and covered him with tuft; and there was a cap lying there unhidden, so they put it on him 

and played like that.

Testimony of Franciszek Konopka (from Tomasz Łabuszewski’s collection)

The evacuation of the Polish Army  
in the East and civilians  

(women with children) from the USSR,  
Pahlavi, Iran, April 1942

(Ośrodek Karta)

Members of the voluntary  
work troops in the Middle East,  
the 1940s
(Ośrodek Karta)

Playing in the ruins 
of the Old Town, 
Warsaw, 1946
(Polish Press Agency)

Lidia Lwow (pseudonyms 
“Ewa” and “Lala”)  

with Andrzej, son of Lucjan 
and Wanda Minkiewicz. 

Major Zygmunt Szendzielarz 
“Łupaszka” is sitting in 

the background, Poland, 
February 1948

(Archive of the Institute  
of National Remembrance)
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Children from the village  
of Knyszyn, 1941
(Polish Photographers’  
Agency Forum)



IS THE POST-WAR TRAUMA 
PASSED DOWN FROM 
GENERATION TO GENERATION 
IN POLAND A THING  
OF THE PAST?
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(Polish Press Agency)

Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński

GENERATION   (POKOLENIE)

[…]  We were taught. You have to forget
not to die remembering.
We wake up at night. It’s dark, slippery.
We look for a heart, take it in our hands,
listen: the agony will fade,
but there will remain a stone, yes, a rock.  […]


